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WELCOME TO THE 2018  
DARK CARNIVAL GAMES CON!
The time is nigh for the Juggalo Family to embark on a quest of the imagination where nightmares stalk the recess of one’s 
mind while the mighty wagons of the Dark Carnival take flight, blazing a fiery trail echoing calls of adventure! Your journey 
begins in the kush-scented misty mountains of Denver, Colorado—a place where the West Coast wylin’ Juggalos roam and 
the Dark Carnival calls home, but that’s only the beginning. Your travels will take you far from this shadow-cast world and 
into the magical realm of games where once again you can awaken your spiritual childhood to dream. Prepare yourself for 
epic adventures that lie just ahead, where we will bond with our Family on an epic weekend of wild imaginings, ruthless 
tactics, and karmic fellowship…come one, come all…join us…at the DARK CARNIVAL GAMES CON!

Get ready for 3 days of nonstop gaming action, concerts, and events all under one roof at the 60,000+ sq. ft. indoor show 
space at the Crowne Plaza Convention Center—which we now officially dub the CLOWN Plaza! Here you will find plenty 
of official tournaments for your chance to become the prestigious World Champion at one of your favorite Dark Carnival 
games, including Into the Echoside, Quest for Shangri-La, Morton’s List, Juggalos Against Sanity, and the Backyard Wrestling 
video game! Make sure to stop by the Games Library, where you can check out and play hundreds of different games, as 
well as the Green Gaming area, where all your homies will be hosting Juggalo-run events for the Fam, by the Fam, which you 
don’t want to miss! There are also tons of other gaming events, including roleplaying games; giant supersized games; Texas 
Hold’em, Fowlarama, and video game tournaments; and so much more!

This year also marks the debut of the brand-new and free Big Baby Chips Casino, where you can test your luck for a fat prize 
in all your favorite games of chance, including roulette, craps, the money wheel, poker, and blackjack! Make your way to 
the top of the leader board and cash in them chips for sweet victory! Ching ching! Or battle your homies in the ring during 
Gladiatorial Combat, using an arsenal of foam weapons while a referee calls the action! Feeling competitive? Race to the 
very finish against your homies in the 65-foot-long obstacle course! You wanna jump around, ninja? Then hit up the Wizard’s 
Castle bouncy house for that inflatable love! As if that wasn’t enough, come check out the Autograph Signings, including 
ICP and all your favorite Psychopathic artists; the Movie Tent (which will showcase the world premiere of ICP’s fabled Home 
Movies that have been rumored to exist for decades…well here they are!!!); mad game shows; Dark Carnival Tarot Readings; 
the Art Contest; the Costume Contest; Seminars; the DCG Auction; old school free-play arcade games; the Morton’s List 
Lounge; the debut of the highly anticipated Into the Echoside: Oracle of the Three Rings expansion; as well as the Juggalo Art 
Gallery vendor area featuring hand-crafted flavor from Tom Wood’s Art Emporium and many others!!!

Oh…you want more? Hit up the concerts right next door! Friday and Saturday night, 9:00pm to 2am, it’s going DOWN right 
at the Clown Plaza, where you can catch some dope artists along with all your favorites from the Psychopathic roster, including 
Shaggy 2 Dope in a rare solo set, and ICP’s extra fresh Dark Carnival Super Show, featuring all your favorite killer carnie songs 
and so much more! And all this is included with your 3-day DCG Con badge!  

It’s the 2018 Dark Carnival Games Con, mile high in Denver, Colorado—For Juggalos, By Juggalos, and bringing you 3 days of 
nonstop gaming…Juggalo style!

Crowne Plaza Convention Center
15500 East 40th Ave

Denver, Colorado 80239
303-371-9494

May 11th thru 13th, 2018
Main Hall Hours: Fri & Sat 10am – Mid / Sun 10am – 6pm

Concert Hall Hours: Fri & Sat 9pm – 2am
All Ages

DCG CON
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DCG CON INFO
Below you will find all the important information pertaining to the DCG CON 2018.  This year’s con is being held 
at the Crown Plaza Convention Center, which features over 60,000 sq. ft. of show space. The area where all the 
gaming events are taking place is called the Main Hall, while the Friday and Saturday night concerts are taking 
place in the Concert Hall. The Main Hall, Concert Hall, and the Crown Plaza Denver Airport Hotel (which is the 
official DCG CON hotel) are all in the same complex, making this DCG CON a truly 24-hour experience!

DCG Con Badges
To get your DCG Con Badge you can either redeem your pre-bought ticket at the ticket booth on site (locat-
ed just outside the Main Hall) or purchase one there (any time after 9am). 3-Day Badges will be available for 
purchase online (for $50) at www.dcgcon.com up until 1 May 2018, after which they will be available on site 
only (for $60). 1-Day Badges (for $35) are also available, but only on site. All purchases are nonrefundable. All 
children ages 6 and under will be admitted for free. Badges must be visible at all times. 3-Day Badges will allow 
you into the Main Hall (Fri & Sat 10am–Mid & Sun 10am–6pm) and the Concert Hall (Fri & Sat 9pm–2am). 1-Day 
Badges allow you into the Main Hall and Concert Hall, but only on the day they were purchased for. With a 
Badge you may come and go as you please and you will be able to participate in every game, tournament, show, 
event, video game, autograph signing, and concert at no additional charge. Anyone found inside the convention 
center without a DCG CON Badge at any time will be immediately escorted out. If you lose your badge, it will 
not be replaced, so please make sure to safeguard it.

DCG CON CONCERTS
There are DCG CON concerts taking place on Friday and Saturday nights (9pm–2am) in the Concert Hall located 
inside the Denver Convention Center. These concerts feature ICP, your favorite Psychopathic Artists, and other 
special guests. If you have purchased a 3-Day Badge, it will allow you to get into both of these concerts at no 
additional charge. The 1-Day Badge, however, will only allow you into the concert on the day it was purchased 
for. The concerts are all-ages.

HQ
Have a question or need some help? Please stop by the DCG HQ, located inside the Main Hall, where our crew 
will be on hand to assist you. Also, you will find the following:

• Maps and timelines
• Lost and found items
• Display of the prizes you can win at the various tournaments
• Display of the DCG CON auction items
• A promotional area to leave flyers and CDs
• Volunteer opportunities

PARKING
There is a huge parking lot at the Crowne Plaza Denver Airport Hotel and Convention Center. Everyone should 
park on the east side of the building, where you will see a sign that says “Convention Center” above a set of 
doors. Parking is free of charge for all attendees at the con.
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CONVENTION CENTER POLICES
The following is a list of the Crowne Plaza Convention Center polices.

• All children must be accompanied by an adult.
• No animals except service animals (i.e., animals trained to perform tasks for people with disabilities)
• No outside food and beverages.
• Alcohol purchased must stay within the Main and Concert Hall areas.
• No smoking (You may smoke outside.)
• No weapons.
• No selling of any merchandise or services.

FOOD COURT
There is a food court and full bar located right in the Main Hall, as well as several restaurants located in the 
Crowne Plaza Denver Airport hotel. 

DCG CON OFFICIAL HOTEL
The official DCG CON hotel which is attached to the DCG CON convention center is the Crown Plaza Denver Air-
port Hotel (15500 East 40th Ave, Denver, Colorado 80239 / 303-371-9494). This hotel offers a special discounted 
room rate of $119 per night for attendees. (Use the group code DCA when calling to book your room.) The hotel 
features the following benefits:

• Heated Indoor Pool & Spa
• Fitness Center
• Large central atrium set up for gaming
• 24-hour free shuttle service (including trips to the airport)
• Free parking
• Complimentary Wi-Fi
• Pet friendly (dogs only—$30 fee per stay)
• ATM Machines

DCG Con info
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Big Baby Chips Casino!
Step into our western-themed casino brought to you by the DCG CON and the Ghet-
to Rollers. Every player who enters will receive a stack of free poker chips to test 
their luck at tried and true gambling game favorites such as Craps, Roulette, Black 
Jack, Poker, and the Money Wheel! Those that win big will be placed on the leader 
board. Then near the end of each day (10pm on Fri & Sat and 5pm on Sun), those 
with the top six chip counts will receive dope prizes! Do you possess the skills of a 
true gambler? 

• 1st Place: $50 Gift Certificate & DCG Zippo Lighter, Dark Carnival Games 
Car Magnet, & Full Color DCG Amulet

• 2nd Place: $30 Gift Certificate & DCG Zippo Lighter, Dark Carnival 
Games Car Magnet, & Silver DCG Amulet

• 3rd Place: $20 Gift Certificate & DCG Zippo Lighter, Dark Carnival Games 
Car Magnet, & Bronze DCG Amulet

• 4th Place: $10 Gift Certificate & DCG Zippo Lighter & Dark Carnival 
Games Car Magnet

• 5th Place: DCG Zippo Lighter & Dark Carnival Games Car Magnet
• 6th Place: Dark Carnival Games Car Magnet

Inflatable Obstacle Course 
This inflatable obstacle course, for all ages, will flip your wig back CAUSE THAT BITCH 
IS OVER 65 FEET LONG!!! With two lanes for competitors to race through, challenge 
your homie to see who can fly through the tunnels, ramps, and bumpers to make it 
to the other side first. 

Wizard’s Castle Bouncy House
This inflatable castle which comes with a slide is a perfect way to escape to an imag-
inary world of knights and wizards or just gleefully bounce around like a lunatic. 

Giant Games
Get schooled with the “O” face like you’re peepin a big butt twerking on the dance-
floor when you see these gigantic versions of some tried and true classic games. Lit-
erally stand on the game board while you move the huge game pieces around that 
may even be taller then you! We got giant chess, checkers, Connect Four, dominoes, 
and large puzzles that when assembled are over six feet long! If that’s not enough to 
get you excited, then try your hand at our giant Jenga that is not only a spectacle but 
a danger to all those nearby! So stop by and become a kid again with these larger 
than life games that are sure to provide larger than life fun!

CONTINUOUS EVENTS
As long as the doors of the Con are open, these events are going on. Stop by to check out all the flavor! As with 
everything else, all of these events are free as long as you have a DCG CON Badge.
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Gladiatorial Combat
Step into this professional wrestling ring with whatever padded weapons you 
choose to square off against an opponent in this simulated fight to the death. The 
weapons at your disposal include pugil sticks, long swords, short swords, spears, 
battle axes, glaves, daggers, and shields. You can either pummel each other for the 
fun of it or use the referee on hand to hold an official match to determine who is the 
undisputed ultimate warrior! 

Games Library 
This is one of the freshest spots to chill with your homies at the DCG CON! With 
hundreds of games to choose from, the Games Library offers a selection that covers 
almost every game you can think of and then some! Our librarians will help you find 
the game you are looking for and will even demo certain games for you, including 
all the DCG games. As if that wasn’t enough flavor, there are also several old school 
video game systems for you to play, with dozens of games to choose from. 

Free Play Classic Standup Arcade
These retro classic games set to free play will for sure bring back memories of when 
you used to wile away your summer nights on a handful of quarters with your best 
friends. Stop by and try your hand at games such as Ms. Pac-Man, Galaga, Mortal 
Kombat, Gauntlet: Dark Legacy, House of the Dead II, Air Hockey, and so much more, 
to find out if you still have what it takes to place your initials on the leaderboard. 
There’s probably no less important thing than to be a master of one of these games, 
but it means something to be the best at anything.

Costume Contest (Saturday Only)
Oh its back and no doubt about to be taken to a whole new level of freshness! On 
Saturday we will be running our all-day-long costume contest! Just come dressed 
in your livest, sexiest, wickedest, most imaginative costume you can create or put 
together, and our dedicated photographers will seek you out and take your picture. 
Then all these pictures will be viewed by a panel of judges at 6pm to determine the 
top three winners. To find out who won, simply go to the DCG CON HQ any time 
after 7pm (in your costume), where the names of the winners will be posted. Prizes: 
1st Place—$100 gift certificate & full color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—$50 gift certif-
icate & Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—$20 gift certificate & Bronze DCG Amulet. 

Morton’s Lounge 
This super pimped out, albeit slightly surreal location features plush couches and 
chairs for you to sit back and relax in. This is the heart of all the Morton’s List gam-
ing events, but it’s also a lounge as well, and everyone is welcome to chill here at 
any time a tournament is not going on. You can also watch a movie, play a tabletop 
game, read a book, create art, play a video game, and get into dozens of other fun 
activities. 
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10 AM 

Open Questing—Stop by anytime during open questing to play a classic 
game of Morton’s List. New players are always welcome!

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

2 hrs 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

 

Rick and Morty: Rixty Minutes—When Rick hooks up his family’s TV set 
with inter-dimensional cable, not only are they able to watch TV from 
across the multiverse, but they are able to see themselves in alternate 
universes!

TV Show 22 min 0 Movie Tent

DCG Autograph Signing—Here is a great opportunity to get all your DCG 
Games signed by the creators themselves. Come chill with Jumpsteady 
(All DCG Games), Nathaninja & Tall Jess (Morton’s List & Quest for 
Shangri-La), Louis Simpson (Into the Echoside), Kreeper (Juggalos 
Against Sanity), and the legendary artist himself Tom Wood (Into the 
Echoside), who collectively had a hand at creating every game put out 
by Dark Carnival Games. 

Autograph 
Signing

2 hrs 0 Flavor Area

10:30 AM

Transformers the Movie (1986)—Featuring the death of some of 
our most beloved Transformers characters, this animated movie’s 
grim, realistic, and shocking approach to the TV show made it worthy 
of greatness on so many levels. There’s even a gigantic sentient 
transforming cyber-planet who devourers other planets for food!

Movie 
Rated PG

1 hr 30 min 0 Movie Tent

Quest for Shangri-La Tournament—Crush your opponents on your 
quest to reach Shangri-La in this elimination style tournament. Prizes: 
1st Place—10 Holographic QSL Ending cards, full color DCG Amulet, & 
a place in the QSL Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Quest for 
Shangri-La

Board Game 

3 hrs 0 Quest for 
Shangri-La 

11 AM

Into the Echoside 4 Player Tournament—Battle it out in this elimination 
style tournament as you face up to 3 other opponents per round. Prizes: 
1st Place—15 Foil ITE Epic cards, full color DCG Amulet, & a place in the 
ITE Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Kegan’s Mario Kart Deluxe Tournament—Time to talk trash and back 
it up on the track, in this insane Mario Kart gauntlet! Play against 
fellow ninjas in this 2-day epic tournament for dope prizes, and all the 
bragging rights! The champion will move on to challenge the Creep Ass 
himself for the ultimate grand prize!

Mario Kart 8 
Deluxe

Nintendo 
Switch 

2 hrs 0 Video 
Game Tent

918’s Rick and Morty Deckbuilding Game—Get your portal guns ready! 
Y-you don’t wanna miss this Ricktacular Mortiment—a [BRAAARP] 
competition of a Rick and Morty themed deckbuilding game. Similar to 
Echoside, and easy to play, this game is alot of fun for fans, or people 
who just like squanching over their opponents. Time to Get Schwifty, 
Juggalos!! 

Rick and 
Morty

Deckbuilding 
Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

Talisman: The Magical Quest Game hosted by Camp Fruitloop—
Anyone can take on a roll in this action filled medieval board game. 
Fight for your life to get to the top and destroy your enemy. Receive 
one raffle ticket for playing, and another awarded to the winner of each 
game. Winning raffle ticket will receive a copy of Talisman.

Talisman

Board Game 

4 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

Reno Rydaz Fowlarama Open Play—Join the Reno Rydaz in the 
legendary game Fowlarama! You and a partner gang up, taking turns 
throwing a football at your opponent’s pins. The team with pins still 
standing wins the rights to the lane and defends their turf against the 
opposition.

Fowling Game 6 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming 
Area

Noon

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. 

Juggalos 
Against Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

Karmic Gathering—Join the parade as we march the golden Ark of the 
Crowvenant through the con, summoning massive Karma for an epic 
weekend! Bring your outside voices, Karmic clothing and objects, and 
together we will unleash the power of the Ark, the greatest Morton’s 
List artifact, for the delight of all.

Morton’s List

Karmic 
Gathering

1 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge 
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Texas Hold’em Tournament—Are you good enough to play both 
the player and the cards? Then test your poker skills in this grueling 
elimination style tournament. Prizes: 1st Place—Custom DCG Con 
Poker Deck & full color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. Also, the top 3 players will earn a place in 
the TH Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Texas Hold’em

Poker

3 hrs 0 Texas 
Holdem 

Fuck Your Sleep: A Gathering of the Juggalos Fiasco—Fiasco is a GM-
less roleplaying game for 3-5 players where you will engineer and play 
out stupid, disastrous situations, usually at the intersection of greed, 
fear, and lust. It’s like making your own Coen brothers movie, in about 
the same amount of time it’d take to watch one. There are no winners, 
only people who lose a little less hard. For this year’s Dark Carnival 
Games Con, Kitty Stryker has created a brand new never-before-seen 
playset based on the Gathering of the Juggalos. It’s gonna get messy. 
Dice provided.

 Fiasco 

Roleplaying 
Game

2 hrs 0 Frisco 
Room

Gantz: O—Trapped in a video game-esque world, teams of people 
are sent in to hunt horrific, unimaginable monsters that plague real 
life Tokyo. Fail in the given time limit and the whole team dies, but 
succeed and they earn points which can be used to upgrade equipment, 
resurrect team members, or even escape the game.

Movie
Rated R

1 hr 36 min 0 Movie Tent

Toots and Ape Boy’s Scrubtastic Munchkin Madness Tournament—Get 
ready to get into an epic 4-person battle of monster destruction, where 
players can join together to help destroy monsters or help monsters 
destroy players. So beware of back-stabbing ninja insanity in this easy 
to play battle royal card game full of hilarious illustrations and combat 
tactics.

Munchkin

Card Game

3 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

1 PM

2017 Time Capsule Unveiling—Last year at the end of the DCG CON, 
Juggalos put in personal, silly, disturbing, and/or symbolic items into 
a time capsule in a very heartfelt and emotional ceremony. It was 
then sealed and buried in Picker Forest afterward, where it remained 
throughout the year. Now lay witness to the epic unveiling of this time 
capsule where all the items will be shared. 

Morton’s List

Time Capsule 
Unveiling

1hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Art Contest—Every artist may enter up to 3 pieces of art (sculpting, 
painting, computer graphics, photography, etc.) for this contest. 
Then the master of art himself, Tom Wood, will judge each exhibit to 
determine the winners. Bring your art from Noon till 2pm, with winners 
being announced at 3pm. Prizes: 1st Place—$100 gift certificate & full 
color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—$50 gift certificate & Silver DCG Amulet; 
3rd Place—$20 gift certificate & Bronze DCG Amulet.

Art Contest 2 hrs 0 Flavor Area

1:30 PM

Sword of the Stranger—Featuring breathtaking action scenes, this 
animated Samurai movie follows the adventures of a warrior who tries 
to protect a boy and his dog from a band of ruthless swordsmen from 
the Ming Dynasty as they make their way to a Buddhist Temple.

Movie
Not Rated

1 hr 43 min 0 Movie Tent

2 PM

Karmageddon Tournament—While players complete quests during this 
tournament they will achieve such high levels of Karma that it could 
cause a chain reaction resulting in the rare but euphoric Karmageddon! 
Each member of the Inner Circle that is deemed to have the greatest 
Quest experience of all will win a Morton’s List amulet. The winning 
Inner Circle will also decide who amongst them who schooled it the 
hardest, thus earning a place in the Morton’s List Master’s Tournament 
on Sunday.

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

2 hrs 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

XBOX One: Injustice 2 Tournament—This tournament will be a knock-
out style elimination featuring this all-time favorite XBOX One video 
game. 

Injustice 2

XBOX One

2 hrs 0 Video 
Game Tent

Faygoluvers Presents: The Ultimate Tsuro Challenge—Join Scottie D as 
he hosts Tsuro: The Game of the Path. Choose your dragon and battle 
up to 7 opponents in your quest to survive treacherous passages of 
twists and turns. One wrong move could lead to your ultimate demise! 
Unfamiliar with Tsuro? Be at the tournament early to play a practice 
round. It only takes a few moves to grasp your new favorite board 
game! One winner will receive a Faygoluvers Prize Pack with an FLH 
bottle trophy, hat pins, and more!

Tsuro

Board Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

Logo Title/Event Info Game/Event Duration   Cost Location

Noon
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2:30 PM

Quest for Shangri-La Tournament—Crush your opponents on your 
quest to reach Shangri-La in this elimination style tournament. Prizes: 
1st Place—10 Holographic QSL Ending cards, full color DCG Amulet, & 
a place in the QSL Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Quest for 
Shangri-La

Board Game 

3 hrs 0 Quest for 
Shangri-La 

3 PM

Into the Echoside Heads-Up Tournament—Battle it out in this 
elimination style tournament as you face only 1 opponent per round. 
Prizes: 1st Place—15 Foil ITE Epic cards, full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the ITE Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

Juggalo Pokémon League TCG Tournament—Do you want to be fresh 
like no one ever was? Test your mettle against your Juggalo Trainer 
comrades in a Juggalo Royal Tournament (ANYTHING FUCKIN GOES 
ELIMINATION STYLE MUTHAFACKO!): win fresh prizes, trade with 
homies, make new homies, bring your old cards, bring your new cards—
anything goes!

Pokémon

Card Game 

2 hrs 0 Frisco 
Room

3:30 PM

Cowboy Bebop: Knockin on Heaven’s Door—When the bounty hunter 
crew of the spaceship Bebop goes on a hunt to track down a terrorist 
who has unleashed a new pathogen on the capital city of Mars, they 
find themselves faced with an enemy that could prove to be their 
deadliest prey yet.

Movie
Rated R

2 hrs 0 Movie Tent

4 PM

Open Questing—Stop by anytime during open questing to play a game 
of Morton’s List. New players are always welcome!

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

4 hrs 0 Morton’s
Lounge

Texas Hold’em Tournament—Are you good enough to play both 
the player and the cards? Then test your poker skills in this grueling 
elimination style tournament. Prizes: 1st Place—Custom DCG Con 
Poker Deck & full color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. Also, the top 3 players will earn a place in 
the TH Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Texas Hold’em

Poker

3 hrs 0 Texas 
Holdem

Juggalo Catch 21—During each game (hosted by Kegan the Creep Ass), 
3 contestants will answer multiple choice trivia questions. If they guess 
correctly, a card will be drawn that they can then add to their hand 
to try to get to 21, or they can give it to an opponent to try to bust 
them. Whoever is still standing in the end will win a DCG Zippo Lighter 
and move onto the bonus round for a chance to win up to a $50 gift 
certificate.

Trivia Game 
Show

1 hr 0 Flavor Area

DRAGONFIRE—Brandish steel and spell against the insidious inhabitants 
of a deadly dungeon while gaining gold and glory. Dragonfire is a 
cooperative deck-building game for 2–6 players set in the world of 
Dungeons and Dragons’ Forgotten Realms. Do you have what it takes to 
survive?

Dragonfire

Deckbuilding 
Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

Magic: Constructed General Play—Come out and enjoy playing and/or 
learning to play Magic: The Gathering. We will have a limited supply of 
decks for beginners to borrow, or feel free to bring your own deck.

Magic: The 
Gathering

Card Game

3 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

5 PM

Backyard Wrestling Video Game Tournament—The ninjas at Carnival 
Spirits had an idea for a DCG con world exclusive!! A Backyard Wrestling 
VIDEO GAME tournament hosted by the man behind the video game 
series KG Kevin Gill. Flashback in time to revisit two groundbreaking 
wrestling games that represented for the Juggalo Family to the fullest. 
Do you have what it takes to go all the way to the top and collect a prize 
from the personal Backyard Wrestling Video Game collection of KG? 

Backyard 
Wrestling 1&2

XBOX
 

2 hrs 0 Video 
Game Tent
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Sewerside Presents: The Bizarre Board Game Bizaar Tournament
OH NO! You and your homies got herpes and there’s only one shot 
of penicillin left! Race to the Free Clinic in this hilarious Dark Carnival 
Games classic—taken straight from ICP’s Bizaar CD Booklet and slapped 
onto a full sized board game! Winners get to take home the game!

 Bizaar

Board Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

Juggalo News Presents: Show Me Your Corn Hole! Come toss our sacks 
around and aim for the corn hole! We will have open play all three 
days, as well as a tournament on Sunday! Prizes, awards, and all the 
shenanigans you’d expect. Multiple lanes, 2 and 4 player games, show 
your friends your corn hole skills, and dominate all their holes! Hosted 
by Juggalo News: Crimson Chin and Killary! 

Corn Hole

Lawn Game

3 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming 
Area

5:30 PM

Garo: Divine Flame—Once again the Golden Knight must answer the 
call to protect the kingdom when a powerful relic known as the Zirkel’s 
Ring falls into the hands of a horror who resides in the fallen Vazelia 
Kingdom.

Movie
Not Rated

1 hr 18 min 0 Movie Tent

6 PM

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

How to Play Oracle of the Three Rings Seminar—This informative 
seminar featuring the game creators Jumpsteady, Louis Simpson, and 
Tom Wood will go over all the new rules and cards for the Oracle of the 
Three Rings so that you will have a full understanding of the game. The 
creators will also go over their own personal strategies to give you an 
edge and answer any questions you may have. 

Oracle of the 
Three Rings

Seminar

1 hr 0 Frisco 
Room

Juggalo Family Feud—Come on down with a crew of 4 to 5 players to 
compete in this game show where you will face a rival crew as you try 
to give the top answers to questions surveyed to 100 Juggalos. The 
first crew to reach 300 points wins the game and moves on to the fast 
money round, for a chance to win a $100 gift certificate! Each member 
of the winning crew also wins a 6” Dark Carnival Games logo car fuckin’ 
magnet.

Game Show 2 hrs 0 Flavor Area

6:30 PM

Quest for Shangri-La Tournament—Crush your opponents on your 
quest to reach Shangri-La in this elimination style tournament. Prizes: 
1st Place—10 Holographic QSL Ending cards, full color DCG Amulet, & 
a place in the QSL Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Quest for 
Shangri-La

Board Game 

3 hrs 0 Quest for 
Shangri-La 

7 PM

Into the Echoside 4 Player Tournament—Battle it out in this elimination 
style tournament as you face up to 3 other opponents per round. Prizes: 
1st Place—15 Foil ITE Epic cards, full color DCG Amulet, & a place in the 
ITE Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Kizumonogatari 3: Cold Blood—Seeking to turn human again, the 
vampire Koyomi has reluctantly taken on a quest to help revive the 
legendary vampire Kiss-Shot to her full immoral power. The real 
dilemma, however, is that when he does, will she just tear him to 
pieces…or worse? Stunning animation with plenty of blood and super 
violence. What more could one ask for? 

Movie 
Not Rated

1 hr 23 min 0 Movie Tent

Rude Boy’s Super Sorry Showdown—This tournament hosted by Rude 
Boy himself pits players on a frantic race to get home! Along the way 
get ready to slide, move backward, and enter the breathe-easy safety 
zones as your opponents attempt to crush your pawns with their own, 
to send you crying like a lil baby bitch back to your starting space…
“Sorry!” The winner of this tournament will win a super dope mystery 
prize! 

Sorry

Board Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area
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Ninja Clan Showdown Tournament— For this tournament, players 
will be sent on a Quest inspired by the true spirit of a ninja, as they 
utilize ninja tactics to try to school it to levels seldom seen before! Each 
member of the Inner Circe that is deemed to have the greatest Quest 
experience of all will win a Morton’s List amulet. The winning Inner 
Circle will also decide who amongst them schooled it the hardest, thus 
earning a place in the Morton’s List Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

2 hrs 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Texas Hold’em Bounty Tournament—Are you good enough to play both 
the player and the cards? Then test your poker skills in this grueling 
elimination style tournament. Also, if you can take out the celebrity 
“bounty” player, you will win a $50 gift certificate. Prizes: 1st Place—
Custom DCG Con Poker Deck & full color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. Also, the top 3 players will 
earn a place in the TH Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Texas Hold’em

Poker

3 hrs 0 Texas 
Holdem

Juggalo NES Grand Master Qualifying Round
If you’re a fan of the old NES, this tournament is for you. You’ll be 
playing an old school 4-player NES game to determine who is going into 
the tournament bracket, where the winner of the whole thing will be 
receiving a fat gaming prize! Highest scores will proceed.

Various 
Games

NES
 

2 hrs 0 Video 
Game Tent

D&D 5th Edition: The Gauntlet of Infinite Evil—Traveling through a 
cold cavernous maze, you now see the gated entrance to the Duergar 
fortress further ahead. As you watch the slow dancing flame of torches 
that adorn brackets on either side of the entrance, a tall humanoid 
figure encased in rusted scale mail emerges from the darkness into the 
light’s edge. You crouch down as it evilly eyes the darkness as shadows 
play across its hideous face while its breath forms in vile plumes of 
evaporating mist. Further in, you hear the dull clanking of a hammer 
to steel emanating from deep within as it reverberates into the depths 
of this nightmarish Underdark world. Do you dare venture forth? This 
5-player adventure hosted by Jumpsteady features pre-generated 
characters and includes a meal. 

D&D 5th 
Edition

Roleplaying 
Game

4 hrs $10
(Sold 
Out)

Frisco 
Room

Red Dragon Inn Tournament—Have you ever wondered what it would 
be like to sit in a tavern, drinking a mug of ale? A cup of grog? Or 
maybe a fine elvish wine? While gambling and trying not to lose all your 
gold, and not get too drunk? If so, this is the game for you!! Join Louis 
Simpson a.k.a. Mr. Happy for a drunken good time at the Red Dragon 
Inn. Disclaimer: There is no real alcohol consumed during the play of 
this game.

Red Dragon 
Inn

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

Eat Monopoly and Shit Out Connect 4 Tournament—Do you have the 
Big Money Hustle to run this bitch and take them duckets to the bank? 
Can you keep your chips in a row and connect the dots? So you ain’t like 
anybody that we’ve ever met before? We got a game for you...The Eat 
Monopoly and Shit Out Connect 4 Challenge! Two games of the classic 
Monopoly will be going at the same time. The winners of those games 
will then face off in a final round of Connect 4. The winner of that round 
will be crowned champ.

Monopoly & 
Connect 4

Board & 
Connect 
Games

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

Jenga Bomb—Bombard your enemies into rubble! The Setup: Two 
or more players build Fortress Towers using Jenga blocks. The Battle: 
Players attempt to destroy enemy fort[s], taking turns throwing a bomb 
block from a short distance. The first to knock an enemy tower below 
the minimum height wins!

Jenga Bomb 2 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming 
Area

8:30 PM

Attack on Titan: Crimson Bow and Arrow—This brilliant animated 
movie is set in a world where the dwindling human population has built 
giant walls around their cities as protection from giant naked titans 
(with no dick pieces) who attack and eat them whenever given the 
chance. 

Movie 
Not Rated

1 hr 59 min 0 Movie Tent

9 PM

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 
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9 PM

DCG Auction—Here you will find truly unique items pertaining to Dark 
Carnival Games up for grabs to the highest bidder. Everything from Tom 
Wood’s ICP sketch for the box cover of the Oracle of the Three Rings to 
the Morton’s List ammo crate full of a random assortment of Morton’s 
List memorabilia. For a full list of items, check out the auction item 
section. 

Auction 1 hr 0 Flavor Area

10 PM

Dark Carnival Tarot—Come one, come all, and bear witness to the Dark 
Carnival’s very own fortune teller tribe of Juggalo mystics, as they hold a 
space for intuition, magic, and healing arts via the ancient introspective 
practice of tarot cards. Do you have a question? Then take a moment 
to “check in” with thy soul’s purpose, through the light and wisdom 
revealed in the cards—all but a reflection of thy Juggalo heart.

Tarot Readings 2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming 
Area

10:30 PM

Vampire Hunter D (1985)—Set in a distant post-apocalyptic future, a 
young woman being hunted by a powerful vampiric lord hires a vampire 
hunter known as D to protect her. Considered to be one of the greatest 
classics in anime film, this horror movie still holds up to this day.

Movie 
Not Rated

1 hr 20 min 0 Movie Tent

11 PM

White Magic Spell Casting—Everyone is welcome to join in, or just 
watch, the casting of a real white magic spell that’s beneficial effects 
will instill protection and good fortune upon all who are there! This is 
not a gaming event, but rather a powerful ritual that may just positively 
alter the course of your life!

Morton’s List

Spell Casting

1 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge
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10 AM 

Open Questing—Stop by anytime during open questing to play a game 
of Morton’s List. New players are always welcome!

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

3 hrs 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

 

D&D 3.5 Edition: The Mystic Six—6 Gaming Juggalos will take control 
of characters pre-rendered by the Dungeon Master, and embark on an 
adventure full of puzzles, enemies, and secrets. Prizes will be awarded 
to any surviving characters.

D&D 3.5 
Edition

Roleplaying 
Game

4 hrs 0 Frisco Room

Goonies—This movie is one of the best movies ever made, period! It 
is full of adventure, excitement, suspense, traps, treasure maps, pirate 
ships, car chases, and bank robbers. All set around a cast of characters 
who are basically Juggalos, aka Goonies. 

Movie
Rated PG

1 hr 54 min 0 Movie Tent

DCG Seminar—Jumpsteady, Nathaninja, Tall Jess, Louis Simpson, Tom 
Wood, Kreeper and Rachel Paul host this seminar, which will discuss 
the DCG CON and everything pertaining to the games put out by DCG, 
especially the newest product Oracle of the Three Rings. A slideshow 
presentation will also show an inside look at the game creation process 
and an assortment of other entertaining photos. All questions will be 
answered. 

Seminar 1 hr 0 Flavor Area

10:30 AM

Quest for Shangri-La Tournament—Crush your opponents on your 
quest to reach Shangri-La in this elimination style tournament. Prizes: 
1st Place—10 Holographic QSL Ending cards, full color DCG Amulet, & 
a place in the QSL Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Quest for 
Shangri-La

Board Game 

3 hrs 0 Quest for 
Shangri-La 

11 AM

Into the Echoside Team Tournament—Grab a teammate and battle it 
out in this elimination style tournament (featuring the OTR expansion) 
as you face a new team every round. Prizes for each teammate: 1st 
Place—15 Foil ITE Epic cards, full color DCG Amulet, & a place in the ITE 
Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. The team that wins this tournament then 
faces off against the undefeated team of Jumpsteady & Louis Simpson 
for a chance to win a $100 gift certificate each and a certificate verifying 
that you have beat the creators of the game!

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Kegan’s Mario Kart Deluxe Tournament—Time to talk trash and back 
it up on the track, in this insane Mario Kart gauntlet! Play against 
fellow ninjas in this 2-day epic tournament for dope prizes, and all the 
bragging rights! The champion will move on to challenge the Creep Ass 
himself for the ultimate grand prize! 

Mario Kart 8 
Deluxe

Nintendo 
Switch

2 hrs 0 Video Game 
Tent

918’s Rick and Morty Deckbuilding Game—Get your portal guns ready! 
Y-you don’t wanna miss this Ricktacular Mortiment—a [BRAAARP] 
competition of a Rick and Morty themed deckbuilding game. Similar to 
Echoside, and easy to play, this game is alot of fun for fans, or people 
who just like squanching over their opponents. Time to Get Schwifty, 
Juggalos!! 

Rick and 
Morty

Deckbuilding 
Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Abyss Tournament—Battle for ultimate power in ABYSS! Explore the 
depths, recruit allies, influence powerful lords, fight monsters, and 
acquire keys to unlock hidden locations. Simple rules and deep strategy 
make for an unmissable experience. Come early for a rules refresher 
with your host, Luminol. 

Abyss

Card Game

1 hr 0 Green 
Gaming Area

P. Thang’s Wacky Twister Fun—Come join this crazy, zany, wacky game 
with your game leaders Crazy P. and Stardust from the “P. Thang.” Let’s 
see you put your physical, bendable skill to the test with some Juggalo 
family fun. Pick teams, be a loner, play how you wanna play. Come 
twist, bend, stretch, and shout! And have some wacky fun and do the P. 
Thang with us at this year’s DCG Con 2018. Whoop whoop!

Twister

Game of 
Physical Skill

1 hr 0 Green Gamin 
Area

Reno Rydaz Fowlarama Tournament—Join the Reno Rydaz in a ruthless 
Fowlarama tournament where only one team can win the glorious and 
shiny first fucking place trophies. You and a partner gang up, taking 
turns throwing a football at your opponent’s pins in a bracket style 
tournament to determine who will rep the gold.

Fowling 
Game

6 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming Area
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Noon

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

Texas Hold’em Tournament—Are you good enough to play both 
the player and the cards? Then test your poker skills in this grueling 
elimination style tournament. Prizes: 1st Place—Custom DCG Con 
Poker Deck & full color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. Also, the top 3 players will earn a place in 
the TH Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Texas 
Hold’em

Poker

3 hrs 0 Texas 
Holdem

Back to the Future—You just couldn’t show a bunch of retro classic 
movies without including this one. When a teenager from 1985 is 
accidentally set 30 years in the past in a time traveling DoLorean, he 
must enlist the aid of his mentor from that time, who is the only one 
smart enough to figure out how to send him back. 

Movie 
Rated PG

1 hr 56 min 0 Movie Tent

Beat the DJ with DJ Carlito—This Name-That-Tune style game show 
hosted by DJ Carlito pits two competitors at a time against each other, 
as they try to guess some familiar songs of the underground in as few 
notes as possible. There are three rounds in all, which will test a player’s 
knowledge of Juggalo music by being able to quickly identify a song 
through a series of games designed to find out who truly is a musical 
guru! The winner of each game will receive a DCG Zippo lighter. 

Game Show 2 hrs 0 Flavor Area

1 PM

Pandora’s Box Tournament—For this rather bizarre tournament, players 
will roll a Quest with an automatic Pandora’s Box (Mutation, Deviation, 
& Window of Dreams!). Each member of the Inner Circe that is deemed 
to have the greatest Quest experience of all will win a Morton’s List 
amulet. The winning Inner Circle will also decide who amongst them 
schooled it the hardest, thus earning a place in the Morton’s List 
Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

2 hrs 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Toots and Ape Boy’s Scrubtastic Munchkin Madness Tournament—Get 
ready to get into an epic 4-person battle of monster destruction, where 
players can join together to help destroy monsters or help monsters 
destroy players. So beware of back-stabbing ninja insanity in this easy 
to play battle royal card game full of hilarious illustrations and combat 
tactics.

Munchkin

Card Game

3 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

You Sank My Battle-Yacht Tournament—Dive in with the crazy crew 
from the Juggalo Yacht Club for some ’80s classic Battleship in a 
16-person winner-take-all tournament. The prizes will be outrageous, 
and you know we put our Yacht Club spin on it! Running for one day 
only. 

Battleship

Board Gane

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

2 PM

Backyard Wrestling Video Game Tournament—The ninjas at Carnival 
Spirits had an idea for a DCG con world exclusive!! A Backyard Wrestling 
VIDEO GAME tournament hosted by the man behind the video game 
series KG Kevin Gill. Flashback in time to revisit two groundbreaking 
wrestling games that represented for the Juggalo Family to the fullest. 
Do you have what it takes to go all the way to the top and collect a prize 
from the personal Backyard Wrestling Video Game collection of KG?

Backyard 
Wrestling 
1&2

XBOX
 

2 hrs 0 Video Game 
Tent

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (1990)—The skateboarding, dancing, 
pizza loving Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles exploded into popularity in 
the late ‘80s, which led to this superhero action film. When New York 
City comes under attack by Shredder and his Foot Clan, the turtles 
come to the rescue…we are not going to say it….no…ahhh fuck it….
COWABUNGA DUDE! 

Movie
Rated PG

1 hr 33 min 0 Movie Tent

Faygoluvers Presents: The Ultimate Tsuro Challenge—Join Scottie D as 
he hosts Tsuro: The Game of the Path. Choose your dragon and battle 
up to 7 opponents in your quest to survive treacherous passages of 
twists and turns. One wrong move could lead to your ultimate demise! 
Unfamiliar with Tsuro? Be at the tournament early to play a practice 
round. It only takes a few moves to grasp your new favorite board 
game! One winner will receive a Faygoluvers Prize Pack with an FLH 
bottle trophy, hat pins, and more!

Tsuro

Board Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Logo Title / Event Info Game/Event Duration     Cost Location
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2:30 PM

Quest for Shangri-La Tournament—Crush your opponents on your 
quest to reach Shangri-La in this elimination style tournament. Prizes: 
1st Place—10 Holographic QSL Ending cards, full color DCG Amulet, & 
a place in the QSL Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Quest for 
Shangri-La

Board Game 

3 hrs 0 Quest for 
Shangri-La 

3 PM

Into the Echoside Heads-Up Tournament—Battle it out in this 
elimination style tournament (featuring the OTR expansion) as you face 
only 1 opponent per round. Prizes: 1st Place—15 Foil ITE Epic cards, full 
color DCG Amulet, & a place in the ITE Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 
2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

Open Questing—Stop by anytime during open questing to play a game 
of Morton’s List. New players are always welcome!

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

5 hrs 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

D&D 5th Edition: Riptide Raid—You are privateers tasked with relieving 
a keg of rare and expensive wine from merchant prince Jahkul. The 
mission entails sneaking aboard a well-guarded ship, dispatching 
multiple mercenaries, and maneuvering through the vessel to the cargo 
hold. Failure will not be tolerated. Pre-generated characters will be 
provided. 

D&D 5th 
Edition

Roleplaying 
Game

4 hrs 0 Frisco Room

Juggalo Family Feud—Come on down with a crew of 4 to 5 players to 
compete in this game show where you will face a rival crew as you try 
to give the top answers to questions surveyed to 100 Juggalos. The 
first crew to reach 300 points wins the game and moves on to the fast 
money round, for a chance to win a $100 gift certificate! Each member 
of the winning crew also wins a 6” Dark Carnival Games logo car fuckin’ 
magnet.

Game Show 2 hrs 0 Flavor Area

3:30 PM

Ghostbusters (1984)—A group of parapsychologists form their own 
ghost extermination business as ghost sightings throughout New York 
city start to become more frequent. Just when they start to get the 
hang of their new high-tech equipment, all hell breaks loose, resulting 
in the evil entity known as “Gozer” entering our world in all his 
marshmallowy goodness. 

Movie
Rated PG

1 hr 45 min 0 Movie Tent

4 PM

Texas Hold’em Tournament—Are you good enough to play both 
the player and the cards? Then test your poker skills in this grueling 
elimination style tournament. Prizes: 1st Place—Custom DCG Con 
Poker Deck & full color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. Also, the top 3 players will earn a place in 
the TH Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Texas 
Hold’em

Poker

3 hrs 0 Texas 
Holdem

Magic: Mini-Master Pack War Tournament—We will have packs and 
mana that players may use. For this event, you’ll open one 15 card pack 
per game and add 3 of each color mana to make your mini deck. Play 
1v1 elimination until only you remain.

Magic: The 
Gathering

Card Game

3 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

5 PM

Juggalo NES Grand Master Quarter Finals—In this round, we’ll be 
narrowing down our contestants to the final four, playing more 
simultaneous NES classics. Once again, we’ll be basing our winners on 
highest score. Anyone else is welcome to watch the cutthroat tactics.

Various 
Games

NES

2 hrs 0 Video Game 
Tent

Druglord 2018 Championship—Test your wits and luck in the first-ever 
Druglord board game championship, as you compete against 5 other 
players in a game of global drug smuggling and interdiction. Do a demo 
at the Morton’s List booth, and join creator Tall Jess in the final pre-
release to win sick prizes.

Drug Lord

Board Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Logo Title / Event Info Game/Event Duration     Cost Location
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D Roz High King of Tokyo Tournament—Comin’ out swingin’ with a 
hardcore diss, it’s King of Tokyo played to a D Roz soundtrack! This 
legendary Detroit rapper obtained all Vital Rap Titles, rocked the USA all 
day so hot he baked it, then rode the mic to become High King of Tokyo. 
6 simultaneous games and 1 hittin’ copywritten album on loop!

King of Tokyo

Board Game 

1 hr 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Juggalo News Presents: Show Me Your Corn Hole! Come toss our sacks 
around and aim for the corn hole! We will have open play all three 
days, as well as a tournament on Sunday! Prizes, awards, and all the 
shenanigans you’d expect. Multiple lanes, 2 and 4 player games, show 
your friends your corn hole skills, and dominate all their holes! Hosted 
by Juggalo News: Crimson Chin and Killary!

Corn Hole

Lawn Game

3 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming Area

5:30 PM

Batman (1989)—Directed by Tim Burton, this superhero action movie 
featuring everyone’s favorite caped crusader is considered to be one 
of the greatest Batman movies ever made. Of particular note is Jack 
Nicolson’s wig flipping portrayal of the villainous Joker role, which 
people are still talking about to this day. 

Movie 
Rated PG-13

2 hrs 6 min 0 Movie Tent

6 PM

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

Psychopathic Records Autograph Signing—Here is your chance to 
share a few words with your Psychopathic homies Insane Clown Posse, 
Lyte, Big Hoodoo, DJ Clay, and Ouija all in one setting! Get a photo, get 
something signed, and get live with this dope opportunity to share a 
moment with these dope ass artists!

Autograph 
Signing

2 hrs 0 Flavor Area

6:30 PM  

Quest for Shangri-La Tournament—Crush your opponents on your 
quest to reach Shangri-La in this elimination style tournament. Prizes: 
1st Place—10 Holographic QSL Ending cards, full color DCG Amulet, & 
a place in the QSL Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Quest for 
Shangri-La

Board Game 

3 hrs 0 Quest for 
Shangri-La 

7 PM

Into the Echoside 4 Player Tournament—Battle it out in this elimination 
style tournament (featuring the OTR expansion) as you face up to 3 
other opponents per round. Prizes: 1st Place—15 Foil ITE Epic cards, full 
color DCG Amulet, & a place in the ITE Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 
2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Rude Boy’s Super Sorry Showdown—This tournament hosted by 
Rude Boy himself pits players on a frantic race to get home! Along the 
way get ready to slide, move backward, and enter the breathe-easy 
safety zones as your opponents attempt to crush your pawns with 
their own, to send you crying like a lil baby bitch back to your starting 
space…“Sorry!” The winner of this tournament will win a super dope 
mystery prize!

Sorry

Board Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

7:30 PM

Star Trek 2: Wrath of Khan—After 15 years of being stranded on a 
remote world by captain James T. Kirk, the genetically enhanced super 
solider known as Khan starts to weave an intricate web to exact his 
revenge. He is well matched, however, because the always innovative 
crew of the Enterprise may just have a few tricks up their sleeves to 
come out ahead. This is the best Star Trek movie ever made!!!

Movie
Rated PG

1 hr 53 min 0 Movie Tent

8 PM

Twilight Lord Tournament—During this tournament join the creators of 
Morton’s List, Nathaninja, Tall Jess, and Jumpsteady, as you play an epic 
quest with the Twilight Lords themselves! Whichever player becomes 
the Table Master will also earn a place in the Morton’s List Master’s 
Tournament on Sunday. This event is a ticketed event and includes a 
meal.

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

2 hr $10
(Sold 
Out)

Morton’s 
Lounge

Logo Title / Event Info Game/Event Duration     Cost Location

5 PM
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Texas Hold’em Bounty Tournament—Are you good enough to play both 
the player and the cards? Then test your poker skills in this grueling 
elimination style tournament. Also, if you can take out the celebrity 
“bounty” player, you will win a $50 gift certificate. Prizes: 1st Place—
Custom DCG Con Poker Deck & full color DCG Amulet; 2nd Place—Silver 
DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet. Also, the top 3 players will 
earn a place in the TH Master’s Tournament on Sunday.

Texas 
Hold’em

Poker

3 hrs 0 Texas 
Holdem

XBOX One: Madden 18 Tournament—This tournament will be a knock-out 
style elimination featuring this all-time favorite XBOX One video game.

Madden 18

XBOX One

2 hrs 0 Video Game 
Tent

Juggalo Pokémon League Video Game Tournament—If the trading card 
game isn’t your thing, bring your 3DS, a copy of Ultra Sun/Moon, and 
the best team of 6 you got (excluding Legendary and Mythical); link up 
with fellow Juggalo Trainers and double battle it out to claim the Juggalo 
Champion throne!

Pokémon

3DS

2 hrs 0 Frisco Room

Red Dragon Inn Tournament—Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to sit in a tavern, drinking a mug of ale? A cup of grog? Or maybe a fine 
elvish wine? While gambling and trying not to lose all your gold, and not 
get too drunk? If so, this is the game for you!! Join Louis Simpson a.k.a. Mr. 
Happy for a drunken good time at the Red Dragon Inn. Disclaimer: There is 
no real alcohol consumed during the play of this game.

Red Dragon 
Inn

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Eat Monopoly and Shit Out Connect 4 Tournament—Do you have the 
Big Money Hustle to run this bitch and take them duckets to the bank? 
Can you keep your chips in a row and connect the dots? So you ain’t like 
anybody that we’ve ever met before? We got a game for you...The Eat 
Monopoly and Shit Out Connect 4 Challenge! Two games of the classic 
Monopoly will be going at the same time. The winners of those games 
will then face off in a final round of Connect 4. The winner of that round 
will be crowned champ.

Monopoly & 
Connect 4

Board & 
Connect 
Games

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Jenga Bomb—Bombard your enemies into rubble! The Setup: Two 
or more players build Fortress Towers using Jenga blocks. The Battle: 
Players attempt to destroy enemy fort[s], taking turns throwing a bomb 
block from a short distance. The first to knock an enemy tower below 
the minimum height wins!

Jenga Bomb 2 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming Area

9 PM

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all 
sensibilities in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring 
the Terrible Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st 
Place—JAS Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a 
place in the JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG 
Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

Juggalo Catch 21—During each game (hosted by Kegan the Creep Ass), 
3 contestants will answer multiple choice trivia questions. If they guess 
correctly, a card will be drawn that they can then add to their hand to try to 
get to 21, or they can give it to an opponent to try to bust them. Whoever 
is still standing in the end will win a DCG Zippo Lighter and move onto the 
bonus round for a chance to win up to a $50 gift certificate.

Trivia Game 
Show

1 hr 0 Flavor Area

9:30 PM

Aliens—When a distant terraforming colony known as Hadley’s 
Hope goes “dark,” with all communication lost, a group of Marines is 
assembled and sent in to investigate. What they encounter is beyond 
their worst imagining as all their combat experience is put to the 
ultimate test against a nightmarish alien threat.

Movie
Rated R

2 hrs 34 min 0 Movie Tent

10 PM

Dark Carnival Tarot— Come one, come all, and bear witness to the Dark 
Carnival’s very own fortune teller tribe of Juggalo mystics, as they hold a 
space for intuition, magic, and healing arts via the ancient introspective 
practice of tarot cards. Do you have a question? Then take a moment 
to “check in” with thy soul’s purpose, through the light and wisdom 
revealed in the cards—all but a reflection of thy Juggalo heart.

Tarot 
Readings

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

11 PM

Nethervoid Séance—This otherworldly séance, that utilizes the help of 
those who attend, is designed to communicate with the spirits of the 
dead. An experienced medium will ensure that dangerous apparitions 
don’t cross over into our world and provide channeling so that the 
spirits may attempt to reach out to us.

Morton’s List

Seance

1 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Logo Title / Event Info Game/Event Duration    Cost Location

8 PM
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Open Questing—Stop by anytime during open questing to play a game of 
Morton’s List. New players are always welcome!

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

1 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

 

XBOX One: Mortal Kombat X Tournament—This tournament will be a 
knock-out style elimination featuring this all-time favorite XBOX One video 
game. 

Mortal 
Kombat X

XBOX One

2 hrs 0 Video Game 
Tent

Chronicles of the Dark Carnival—These three short “horror” films written 
by Violent J and Jumpsteady were intended to be pitched to various 
networks as a pilot. The premise was that each episode would contain 
stories loosely based on ICP songs. Unfortunately, the project turned out 
like butt, so it was scrapped. 

TV Show Pilot 1 hr 6 min 0 Movie Tent

Red Dragon Inn Tournament—Have you ever wondered what it would be 
like to sit in a tavern, drinking a mug of ale? A cup of grog? Or maybe a fine 
elvish wine? While gambling and trying not to lose all your gold, and not 
get too drunk? If so, this is the game for you!! Join Louis Simpson a.k.a. Mr. 
Happy for a drunken good time at the Red Dragon Inn. Disclaimer: There is 
no real alcohol consumed during the play of this game.

Red Dragon 
Inn

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Talisman: The Magical Quest Game hosted by Camp Fruitloop—Anyone 
can take on a roll in this action filled medieval board game. Fight for your 
life to get to the top and destroy your enemy. Receive one raffle ticket for 
playing, and another awarded to the winner of each game. Winning raffle 
ticket will receive a copy of Talisman.

Talisman

Board Game 

4 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

11 AM

Into the Echoside Heads-Up Tournament—Battle it out in this elimination 
style tournament (featuring the OTR expansion) as you face only 1 
opponent per round. Prizes: 1st Place—15 Foil ITE Epic cards, full color DCG 
Amulet, & a place in the ITE Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—
Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Quest for Shangri-La MASTER’S Tournament—Only players who have won 
a QSL tournament at the DCG CON 2018 will be admitted into this event. 
This tournament will prove once and for all who the world champion is for 
Quest for Shangri-La! Prizes: 1st Place Only—Gold QSL World Champion 
Plaque & DCG CON Hockey Jersey.

Quest for 
Shangri-La

Board Game 

3 hrs 0 Quest for 
Shangri-La 

360 DEGREE TOURNAMENT
Ninjas, bring your Quest Log and 360 Degrees of the Inner Circle book to 
use any of the prestigious powers you have earned to help you achieve the 
dopest Quest possible! Each member of the Inner Circe that is deemed to 
have the greatest Quest experience of all will win a Morton’s List amulet. 
Title patches will also be given out to select players. The winning Inner 
Circle will also decide who amongst them schooled it the hardest, thus 
earning a place in the Morton’s List Master’s Tournament. 

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

2 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Texas Hold’em MASTER’S Tournament—Only players who came in 1st, 
2nd, or 3rd at a Texas Hold’em tournament at the DCG CON 2018 will be 
admitted into this tournament. This tournament will prove once and for all 
who the DCG CON 2018 champion is for Texas Hold’em! Prizes: 1st Place—
Gold Texas Hold’em DCG CON Champion Plaque, DCG CON Hockey Jersey 
& Hatchetman Poker Chip Set; 2nd place—$100 gift certificate; and 3rd 
place—$50 gift certificate.

Texas Hold’em

Poker

4 hrs 0 Texas Holdem

The Game Where Everyone Wins!—The UNGAME was designed for 
JUGGALOS to experience the fun of learning how to communicate more 
effectively. As you share thoughts, ideas, and feelings, you will develop a 
deeper understanding of your homies and of yourself. Come experience a 
relaxed and chill hour together as a family.

Ungame

Communication 
Board Game

1 hr 0 Frisco Room

ICP’s Home Movies—This is for sure one of the dopest events and 
an exclusive at the DCG CON! Back in the early ‘90s the Psychopathic 
Records crew were into making homemade movies just for the fun 
of it. Here, being presented for the first time ever, are some of these 
ultra-rare films! They are poor quality to be sure, but feature funny ass 
performances by ICP, Jumpsteady, Alex Abbiss, Billy Bill, Nathaninja, 
and Tall Jess, to name a few. These films will be presented in the 
following order: Lets Go Bargain (41 min) / Tiger Justice (29 min) / Jon 
Meyer Show 2 (39 min) / Jon Meyer Show 3 (43 min) / and The Big Silva 
Documentary (28 min). Don’t sleep on your chance to peep this back-in-
the-day freshness, homie! 

Home Movies 3 hrs 0 Movie Tent
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Juggalo Catch 21—During each game (hosted by Kegan the Creep Ass), 
3 contestants will answer multiple choice trivia questions. If they guess 
correctly, a card will be drawn that they can then add to their hand to try to 
get to 21, or they can give it to an opponent to try to bust them. Whoever 
is still standing in the end will win a DCG Zippo Lighter and move onto the 
bonus round for a chance to win up to a $50 gift certificate.

Trivia Game 
Show

2 hrs 0 Flavor Area

918’s Rick and Morty Deckbuilding Game—Get your portal guns ready! 
Y-you don’t wanna miss this Ricktacular Mortiment—a [BRAAARP] 
competition of a Rick and Morty themed deckbuilding game. Similar to 
Echoside, and easy to play, this game is alot of fun for fans, or people who 
just like squanching over their opponents. Time to Get Schwifty, Juggalos!!

Rick and 
Morty

Deckbuilding 
Game

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Reno Rydaz Fowlarama World Championship—Join the Reno Rydaz in 
a ruthless Fowlarama tournament where only one Juggalo can win the 
glorious and shiny world fucking champion trophy. Face off taking turns 
throwing a football at your opponent’s pins in a bracket style tournament 
to determine who will be the Reno Rydaz Fowlarama World Fucking 
Champion!

Fowling Game 4 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming Area

Noon

Juggalo Against Sanity Tournament—Lose your mind and all sensibilities 
in this hilarious elimination style tournament (featuring the Terrible 
Expansion) with no experience needed to play. Prizes: 1st Place—JAS 
Booster Pack (10 unique cards), full color DCG Amulet, & a place in the 
JAS Master’s Tournament on Sunday; 2nd Place—Silver DCG Amulet; 3rd 
Place—Bronze DCG Amulet.

Juggalos 
Against Sanity

Card Game

2 hrs 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

1 PM

Open Questing—Stop by anytime during open questing to play a game of 
Morton’s List. New players are always welcome!

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

1 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Juggalo NES Grand Master Semis and Finals
Our semi-finalists and finalists will be running a new strategy: Endurance. 
45 minutes of gameplay in the semis, 1 hour in the finals. Who can get the 
furthest? And who will be going home with our bomb ass prize?

Various Games

NES

2 hrs 0 Video Game 
Tent

World Wide Wrestling: The Roleplaying Game—Are you a face or are 
you a heel? Do you have what it takes to win the championship...and win 
over the audience? The World Wide Wrestling Roleplaying Game enables 
3-9 players to create their own professional wrestling franchise through 
play, showcasing satisfying and surprising storylines. It’s about feuds, 
championships, betrayal, and righteous victory. Dice and characters 
provided.

World Wide 
Wrestling

Roleplaying 
Game

4 hrs 0 Frisco Room

Toots and Ape Boy’s Scrubtastic Munchkin Madness Tournament—Get 
ready to get into an epic 4-person battle of monster destruction, where 
players can join together to help destroy monsters or help monsters destroy 
players. So beware of back-stabbing ninja insanity in this easy to play battle 
royal card game full of hilarious illustrations and combat tactics.

Munchkin

Card Game

3 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

2 PM

Morton’s List’s Masters Tournament— Only players who have earned a 
place from one of the other Morton’s List tournaments at the DCG CON 
2018 will be admitted into this event. This tournament will prove once and 
for all who shall earn the title of the Quest Master of Morton’s List! 1st 
Place Only—Gold ML Quest Master Plaque & DCG CON Hockey Jersey.

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

2 hrs 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Shockumentary—This documentary put out in 1998 captures a moment 
in time that is forever treasured by those that experienced it. It features 
cameos, candid interviews, and the first music videos ICP ever made. So, 
kick back and enjoy this nostalgic trip as you witness the magic of the Dark 
Carnival unfold in this super dope Juggalo classic! 

Documentary 1 hr 4 min 0 Movie Tent

The Sex Files Presents: Battle of the Sexes Game Show!—It’s a classic 
battle of the sexes, where the ladies square off against the fellas to see 
which sex will reign supreme in this hilariously off-the-wall game show! Join 
the homies Kegan and Glo from Psychopathic TV’s very own “The Sex Files” 
as they host what is sure to be a show you won’t want to miss.

Trivia Game 
Show

2 hrs 0 Flavor AreaS
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Survive Tournament—Join your host Jumpsteady in one of his favorite 
games (new players welcome). As the island of Atlantis sinks into the 
sea, players attempt to escape before a volcano erupts! It won’t be 
easy, however, because as you flee the island you will have to endure 
treacherous waters full of whales, sharks, whirlpools, and sea serpents! The 
first-place survivor will receive a copy of the game.

Survive

Board Game

1 hr 0 Green 
Gaming Area

3 PM

Into the Echoside MASTER’S Tournament—Only players who have won a 
ITE tournament at the DCG CON 2018 will be admitted into this event. This 
elimination style heads-up tournament (featuring the OTR expansion) will 
prove once and for all who the world champion is for Into the Echoside! 
Prizes: 1st Place—Gold ITE World Champion Plaque & DCG CON Hockey 
Jersey; 2nd place—$100 gift certificate; and 3rd place—$50 gift certificate.

Into the 
Echoside

Deckbuilding 
Game 

3 hrs 0 Into the 
Echoside

Juggalo Against Sanity MASTER’S Tournament—Only players who have 
won a JAS tournament at the DCG CON 2018 will be admitted into this 
event. This hilarious tournament (featuring the Terrible Expansion) will 
prove once and for all who the world champion is for Juggalos Against 
Sanity! 1st Place only—Gold JAS World Champion Plaque & DCG CON 
Hockey Jersey.

Juggalos 
Against Sanity

Card Game

1 hr 0 Juggalos 
Against 
Sanity 

ICP Theater: Season 1—This super hilarious show features ICP as they 
critique music videos, pictures, and YouTube clips. Showcased here are all 8 
episodes of season 1, with the following celebrity guests: Vanilla Ice, Gilbert 
Gottfried, Jim Norton, Coolio, Tom Green, Scott Hall, Big Jay Oakerson, and 
Godfrey. To quote ICP: “Opinions are like assholes. Come check out ours on 
ICP Theater.”

TV Show 2 hr 50 min 0 Movie Tent

Magic: Constructed Modern Mass Tournament—This will be a casual play 
tournament against EVERYONE who signs up. All legal cards are welcome, 
NO silver borders! Bring your own deck(s) and crush your opponents to 
victory. 1st place wins a Magic: The Gathering of the Juggalos T-shirt.

Magic: The 
Gathering

Card Game

3 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

Juggalo News Presents: Show Me Your Corn Hole! Come toss our sacks 
around and aim for the corn hole! We will have open play all three days, as 
well as a tournament on Sunday! Prizes, awards, and all the shenanigans 
you’d expect. Multiple lanes, 2 and 4 player games, show your friends your 
corn hole skills, and dominate all their holes! Hosted by Juggalo News: 
Crimson Chin and Killary!

Corn Hole

Lawn Game

3 hrs 0 Purple 
Gaming Area

4 PM

Open Questing—Stop by anytime during open questing to play a game of 
Morton’s List. New players are always welcome!

Morton’s List

Random 
Reality Game

1 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

The Creep Ass Nintendo Bash!
We don’t know what Kegan has in store for this super top secret event, but 
we know you can expect him to challenge homies in video games from his 
mega collection to compete for fresh prizes! Ya never know who or what 
might show up, so your ass best be there!

Various Games

Nintendo 
Switch
 

2 hrs 0 Video Game 
Tent

Eat Monopoly and Shit Out Connect 4 Tournament—Do you have the Big 
Money Hustle to run this bitch and take them duckets to the bank? Can you 
keep your chips in a row and connect the dots? So you ain’t like anybody that 
we’ve ever met before? We got a game for you...The Eat Monopoly and Shit 
Out Connect 4 Challenge! Two games of the classic Monopoly will be going at 
the same time. The winners of those games will then face off in a final round of 
Connect 4. The winner of that round will be crowned champ.

Monopoly & 
Connect 4

Board & 
Connect 
Games

2 hrs 0 Green 
Gaming Area

5 PM

Abyss Tournament—Battle for ultimate power in ABYSS! Explore the 
depths, recruit allies, influence powerful lords, fight monsters, and acquire 
keys to unlock hidden locations. Simple rules and deep strategy make for 
an unmissable experience. Come early for a rules refresher with your host, 
Luminol.

Abyss

Card Game

1 hr 0 Green 
Gaming Area

2018 Time Capsule Ceremony—During this emotionally moving ceremony, 
anyone may put small items (letters, photos, CD’s, T-Shirts, sculptures, 
anal plugs, etc.) into a karmic time capsule. Speeches may be given as to 
each item’s significance and/or notes may be attached to them. Then the 
time capsule will be sealed and then buried after the con is over. Then, just 
before the next DCG CON, it will be unearthed and shared by all during that 
year’s Unveiling Ceremony. 

Morton’s List

Time Capsule 
Ceremony

1 hr 0 Morton’s 
Lounge

Logo Title / Event Info Game/Event Duration Cost Location

2 PM
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Custom Jewelry by ALLIGATOR JESUS 
Get fitted by the Juggalo jeweler who made grillz for Shaggy 2 Dope, Lyte, and Ouija. 
Alligator Jesus will be taking custom orders for Gold Grillz and unique custom jewel-
ry pieces that have made him the go-to for celebs Marilyn Manson, Dr. Dre, Riff Raff, 
Uma Thurman, and more.

Dazed Kreationz 
Our booth will be filled with great paintings, amazing handmade wire wrap necklac-
es, hand woven hemp necklaces, breathtaking hand crafted dream catchers and sun 
catchers, and awesome tye dye shirts, all brought to you by J-Hendo and B-Kellz. We 
hope you enjoy all our hard work!

Divisions 
My work represents my struggle to grow in my faith, as I battle the corruptness in-
side of me.  Most notably, I am promoting my demo album, Divisions, which speaks 
on my growth and setbacks as I try to stay grounded in my beliefs. I am also selling 
four large paintings, each measuring 48x48. These include clown paintings and the 
painting entitled Divisions.

Game Store 
This fully stocked store has you covered for all your nerdy gaming needs. From Set-
tlers of Catan to King of Tokyo and everything in-between. If you play a game at the 
DCG GON you like, there is a good chance you can find it here.

Headshot Louie’s House of Colors 
Headshot Louie is making his art debut at the DCG Con! For the first time ever, you 
will be able to purchase his custom painted canvas creations. Stop by the booth to 
get your one-of-a-kind piece and meet the man himself all weekend at the DCG Con!

Living Dread Girl 
Living Dread Girl offers a variety of synthetic dreads to fit your individual style. You 
will have the opportunity to choose beween premade sets of single ended dreads, 
double ended dreads or dread falls and have them installed right there. Micro 
braids, box braids and “spider legs” are also available. 

Mikey Boneroad
Embrace the waste, the yucky art of Mikey Boneroad. Professional creep. Unprofes-
sional artist. Unfollow him on Instagram @wastemastermike.

VENDORS
Besides the vendors listed below that will be set up in the Main Hall, there will also be artist-related merch set 
up in the Concert Hall on Friday and Saturday night.
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Morton’s Market 
Your one stop shop for Morton’s List & more! Limited supplies of OG Morton’s Lists 
from the Twilight Lords’ personal stash, and ultra-devastating raffle with game pur-
chase! Demo Twilight Lord Tall Jess’ Druglord board game and buy Jynabare +2, his 
debaucherous sci-fi novel. Purchase Twilight Lord Nathaninja’s new story-sharing 
card game!

Psychopathic Merch 
Here you will find a super dope collection of Psychopathic Merch including the debut 
of the Into the Echoside Expansion entitled Oracle of the Three Rings, the Terrible 
Expansion for Juggalos Against Sanity and the DCG CON exclusive game Morton’s 
List! Also, don’t miss out on the official DCG CON merchandise and all new flavor for 
ICP and all your favorite psychopathic artists! 

Rachel Paul’s Dark Carnival Tarot 
With deep love and respect for her beloved Juggalo Family, Rachel Paul offers color-
ful and fun artistic creations that fearlessly dare to play in the dark. Paintings, wall 
art, tarot cards, jewelry, and Dark Carnival relics from Rachel’s heart to yours, with 
joy and gratitude! Clown Love! Whoop whoop!

The Tom Wood Art Emporium 
For the first time at DCG, come browse or buy some of the most infamous Tom 
Wood Art creations! From his famous ICP Joker Paintings to art from Into the Echo-
side and Oracle of the 3 Rings. We will have hat pins, 8.5x11” framed prints, as well 
as 18 x 24” limited edition prints and huge stretched canvas pieces. Flying in? Buy it 
and have it shipped to your home! Tom Wood will be there every day to talk art and 
sign his work... unless he’s walking around, playing a game, or possibly sleeping...
but he’ll definitely show up eventually.

Wicked Dream Creations 
Fall into a dream filled world with wonder and delight.  A deep dark place, where 
wicked little critters take flight.  Within this domain you will find so many creations 
made with skill and time. Anything from Pendants, Paintings, sculptures to unknown 
desires. Come gaze upon, admire, and even acquire.

Vendors
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3 Packs of Into the Echoside Promo Cards
This lot contains not 1, not 2, but 3 still factory sealed Into the Echoside Promo Cards. Each 
of these packs contains 3 Into the Echoside cards (Wizard of the Hood, Blahzay Roze, & Inner 
City Posse), which you could only get if you pre-ordered the game or purchased it at the 
2016 Gathering of the Juggalos. These have never been available for purchase and are highly 
sought after by collectors. 

Psychopathic Records Poster Lot
The title says it all, bitch! This auction contains the following 17 Psychopathic Posters: 18x24 
Mighty Death Pop Black Light, 16x22 Bang Pow Boom Promo Poster, 11x17 Hallowicked 
2016 VIP, 18x20 Mighty Death Pop Promo, 18x24 Master of the Flying Guillotine, 18x24 
JCW Live at Harpos, 18x24 Wicked Wonka Tour, 18x24 1 Less G in the Hood, 18x24 Midwest 
Mayhem Tour, 18x24 Black Rain Camo, 18x24 It’s A New Breed, 18x24 Diamonds Raining 
Tour, 18x24 Gathering 2005 (Tickets Available Here), 22x36 Mike Clark Murder Mix, 24x36 
Psychopathic Records 2005 Family, 18x24 Hallowicked 2005, 24x36 Wraith Shangri-La. All of 
these posters range in condition and rarity. 

DCG CON 3 Piece Banner Set
This 3 piece collectable banner set is a one-of-a-kind replica of the gigantic banners you see 
staring down at you during the Dark Carnival Games Convention, with devastating art by 
Tom Wood. Since owning and displaying the original banners would be nearly impossible for 
anyone who doesn’t live in a warehouse or abandoned shoe factory, here we have them at 
a smooth 24 x 36” (each) so 1 lucky ninja can take these home and proudly display them on 
his or her wall. 

Huge 5ft by 10ft Into the Echoside Banner
This item is for the ninja who truly believes that bigger is BETTER. Here we have a huge 5 ft 
x 10 ft Into the Echoside banner that was made for and displayed at the 2017 Dark Carnival 
Games Convention. Show your love for Into the Echoside by wrapping this banner around 
your entire living room. Guaranteed to impress any potential sexual partners.

Morton’s Mystery Ammo Crate
Morton’s List ninjas rejoice! What you have here before you is a mysterious wooden ammo 
crate, custom painted by high level Lister Squish, and filled with rare Morton’s List mem-
orabilia. Many of these are the most Karmic of objects, only to be revealed to the highest 
bidder! The contents of the ammo crate are super secretive, but we will say this: This is the 
ultimate for Morton’s Listalos and the ultimate Karma boost! The crate is the perfect size for 
all your Questing needs.

Violent J Football Jerseys
These football jerseys came straight out of The Duke of the Wicked’s closet and personal 
collection. These were both custom made for Violent J himself and sport the classic Violent 
J name plate across the back. The Wicked Clownz jersey was made around the time of the 
filming for Insane Clown Posse Theatre, and you can actually see him wearing this jersey on 
the TV show. The second jersey is more of a mystery…Rumor has it Violent J commissioned 
this jersey to be made when he was formally invited to the White House for brunch with 
former President and First Lady Barack and Michelle Obama. Due to national security issues, 
we are unable to confirm or deny this story. 

DCG AUCTION ITEMS
Collectors of karmaful freshness rejoice! Friday Night at 9PM in the Flavor Area, cast your bid for the chance to 
win these ultra rare items straight from the vaults of Psychopathic Records and Dark Carnival Games! 
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Juggalo Love Psypher Swag
These one-of-a-kind t-shirts and matching beanies were handmade at the Psychopathic 
Warehouse by the delicate fingertips of a Peruvian Monk and later worn by Violent J and 
Shaggy 2 Dope during the main performance scenes of the Juggalo Love Psypher Music 
Video. The shirts were produced on 100% fine cotton and sport the classic ICP block logo in 
a sparkly shiny silver shimmer finish. The beanies are wooly, warm, and extra stylin for that 
dome piece. And as an added bonus we’re also including the gloves Shaggy wore during his 
sparring scene for the video, signed by both Shaggy and Violent J aka ICP for 1, 2 knockout 
haymaker to your bitch ass. PAAAAH! 

Jumpsteady’s Oracle of the Three Rings  
Sketch Book
Right here is an amazing one-of-a-kind item and a secrete peek into the mind of the Dark 
Carnival Games creator Jumpsteady. This book contains 9 incredible hand drawn pages, re-
vealing for the first time not only original sketches of your favorite Oracle of the Three Rings 
cards, but also sketch cards that never made it into the game. You’ll get to see these cards in 
raw form as well as personal notes made by Jumpsteady himself during the creation prog-
ress. As a bonus you’ll also receive the original sketch of the box for the Juggalos Against 
Sanity Terrible Expansion.  

Become Immortalized in an  
Upcoming Dark Carnival Game
Are you a Juggalo? Do you love gaming? Would you like to live forever? Well, then this auction is 
for you bitch! This honor usually reserved for Icons and Superstars in the Juggalo World, here we 
offer you a chance to be immortalized in a Dark Carnival Game. Similar to the Vinnie the ICP Kid 
card shown, your name and likeness will be featured on your very own card in the upcoming DCG 
board game “Board Game Bizaar,” set to be released at DCG CON 2019.

Tom Wood’s Original Oracle of the Three 
Rings Sketch Art
Approximately 18x24” in size, here we have the original hand drawn sketch of Violent J 
and Shaggy 2 Dope featured on the box of the Oracle of the Three Rings expansion. Leg-
endary artist Tom Wood spent countless hours creating this amazing artwork, which was 
featured not only on the box for the highly anticipated Oracle expansion but also mad 
t-shirts, the website, and ads for the game. Enjoy this one-of-a-kind flavor from the master 
artist himself!

ICP’s Amazing Jeckel Brothers Show Jerseys
On May 25th, 1999, the Insane Clown Posse released the mighty 5th Jokers Card to the 
world, where it went on to sell an astounding 150 billion copies. Since the release of The 
Amazing Jeckel Brothers, the entire world waited in great anticipation that they might one 
day perform that album live in its entirety. On February 18th, 2017, everybody’s prayers 
were answered when ICP finally performed the mighty 5th Jokers Card live! Now here is your 
chance to own the very jerseys that Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope wore on stage that night. 
These 2 jerseys were created only for this performance and are truly a one-of-a-kind and 
must-have for any ICP jersey collector. 
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